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4.2.2 AMR Core Frame with speech bits: Class division

The reordered bits are further divided into three indicative classes according to their subjective importance.  This class
division is only informative and provides supporting information for mapping this generic format into specifics formats.
The three different importance classes can then be subject to different error protection in the network

The importance classes are Class A, Class B, and Class C. Class A contains the bits most sensitive to errors and any
error in these bits typically results in a corrupted speech frame which should not be decoded without applying
appropriate error concealment. This class is protected by the CRC in AMR Auxiliary Information. Classes B and C
contain bits where increasing error rates gradually reduce the speech quality, but decoding of an erroneous speech
frame is usually possible without annoying artifacts. Class B bits are more sensitive to errors than Class C bits. The
importance ordering applies also within the three different classes and there are no significant step-wise changes in
subjective importance between neighboring bits at the class borders.

The number of speech bits in each class (Class A, Class B, and Class C) for each AMR mode is shown in Table 2
below. The classification in Table 2 and the importance ordering d(j), together, are sufficient to assign all speech bits to
their correct classes. For example, when the AMR codec mode is 4.75, then the Class A bits are d(01)..d(412), Class B
bits are d(423)..d(945), and there are no Class C bits.


